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1 Introduction 
Recently there has been a lot of interest in adaptive symbolic and neural agents for different 
tasks, for instance speech/language integration and image/text integration in various multimedia 
applications [l, 7 ,  11, 10, 14, 2, 8, 41. Hybrid neural symbolic methods have been shown to 
be able to reach a level where they can actually be further developed in real-world scenarios. 
-4 combination of symbolic and neural agents is possible in various neural symbolic processing 
architectures, which contain both symbolic and neural agents appropriate for to a specific task, 
e.g. integrating speech, text and images for multimedia. 

In this paper we concentrate on general principles of neural and hybrid architectures for multi- 
media in general. From the perspective of knowledge engineering, hybrid symbolic/neural agents 
are advantageous since different mutually complementary properties can be combined. Symbolic 
representations have advantages with respect to easy interpretation, explicit control, fast initial 
coding, dynamic variable binding and knowledge abstraction. On the other hand, neural agents 
show advantages for gradual analog plausibility, learning, robust fault-tolerant processing, and 
generalization to similar input. Since these advantages are mutually complementary, a hybrid 
symbolic neural architecture can be useful if different processing strategies have to be supported. 

2 Different types of neural architectures for multimedia 
In figure 1 there is an overview of different possibilities for integration. Continuous connectionist 
representations are represented by a circle, discrete symbolic representations by a square. Symbolic 
interpretations of connectionist representations are shown as squares with dotted lines. 

Connectionist structure architectures are the first type of symbolic/neural architectures. They 
rely solely on neural representations and symbolic knowledge arises by an interpretation process of 
the neural representations. Often specific knowledge of the task is built into the neural structure 
architecture. Much early work on structured connectionism can be traced back to early work by 
Feldman and Ballard, who provided a general framework of structured connectionism [5].  This 
framework was extended in many different directions, for instance for the so-called NTL, neural 
theory of language [6]. 

Hybrid transfer architectures transfer symbolic representations into neural representations or 
vice versa. Using a transfer architecture it is possible to insert or extract symbolic knowledge into 
or from a neural architecture. The main processing is performed by neural representations but 
there are automatic procedures for transferring from neural representations to symbolic represent- 
ations or vice versa. Hybrid transfer architectures differ from neural structure architectures by the 
automatic transfer into and from symbolic representations. While certain units in neural structure 
architectures may be interpreted symbolically by an observer, only hybrid transfer architectures 
allow the knowledge transfer into rules, automata, grammars, etc. A good example is the work 
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on activation-based automata extraction from recurrent networks [9] or a weight-based transfer 
between symbolic rules and feedforward networks [12]. 

A loosely coupled hybrid architecture has separate symbolic and neural agents. The control 
flow is sequential in the sense that processing has to  be finished in one agent before the next 
agent can begin. Only one agent is active at  any time, and the communication between agents is 
unidirectional. An example architecture where the division of symbolic and neural work is loosely 
coupled has been described in a model for structural parsing within the SCAN framework [13]. 

A tightly coupled hybrid architecture contains separate symbolic and neural agents, and control 
and communication are via common internal data structures in each agent. The main difference 
between loosely and tightly coupled hybrid architectures is common data structures which allow 
a bidirectional exchange of knowledge between two or more agents. 

In an integrated hybrid architecture there is no discernible external difference between symbolic 
and neural agents, since the agents have the same interface and they are embedded in the same 
architecture. The control flow may be parallel and the communication between symbolic and neural 
agents is via messages. Communication may be bidirectional between many agents, although not 
all possible communication channels have to be used. 

3 Examples and future work in neural networks in multi- 
media 

In this section we would like to point out two very different examples of hybrid architectures in 
order to  illustrate different principles. DETE was a very challenging project of using only neural 
networks for the integration of visual/motoric knowledge with language knowledge [3]. DETE is 
restricted to a twedimensional world of simple objects (circle, triangle, rectangle) which differ 
in color, size, and position. A moving “eye” cm focus on or zoom into certain parts of this 
world triggered by motoric commands. A movable “finger” can point on certain objects. Together 
with the changing two-dimensional world DETE receives 1) a sequence of motor commands for 
controlling eye and finger and 2) a sequence of verbal input as a description. The task is either 
to generate a verbal output for a visual/motoric input or vice versa to generate a visual/motoric 
output for a verbal input. Such architectures have some potential for modeling the integration 
of language and vision in a monolithic interpretable framework but currently are restricted to 
relatively small domains and applications. While they can model context effects, short term 
memory integration and dynamic spatial processes it is not yet clear whether these architectures 
can scale up to real-world systems and applications for multimedia. 

One example of an integrated hybrid architecture was developed for exploring integrated hybrid 
processing for speech and text analysis [E] .  SCREEN is an integrated architecture since it does 
not crucially rely on a single neural or symbolic agent. Rather, there are many neural and symbolic 
agents, but they have a common interface, and they can communicate with each other in many 
directions. From an agent-external point of view it does not matter whether the internal processing 
within an agent is neural or symbolic. This architecture therefore exploits a full integration of 
symbolic and neural processing at the agent level. Furthermore, the agents can run in parallel and 
produce an analysis in an incremental manner. 

Currently it seems coupled or integrated hybrid neural architectures are particularly useful 
for the complexity of integration and the required robustness. The demonstrated robustness and 
adaptive learning capabilities of neural networks makes them a particular promising candidate for 
processing and generating multimedia documents adaptively. 
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